THE DLE REQUIREMENT

Description of the requirement, from the UD Catalog:

“All undergraduate students are required to engage in three credits of Discovery Learning Experiences (DLE), under the supervision of a faculty member.”

Students may fulfill the DLE requirement in several ways. These include:

- **Study Abroad** in a UD program
- **Student Teaching**
- A course (or section of a course) that is certified as fulfilling the DLE requirement and is taught according to DLE specifications in the semester in which the student took it.
- Completing a **Senior Thesis**
- **Tutoring** or **Mentoring** (under faculty supervision and providing 3 credits)
- Completing an **Undergraduate Research Project** or course under DLE guidelines
- An **internship** completed under UD faculty supervision and providing 3 college credits

HISTORY MAJORS AND DLE

History majors may fulfill the requirement in any of the ways listed above. It is NOT necessary for a History major to complete the requirement in a History course.

How to get DLE credit for an internship:

1) Arrange the internship. Students may do that on their own or through the Career Services Center, which maintains extensive lists of local groups seeking interns. http://www.udel.edu/CSC/

2) Arrange for faculty supervision and sign up for 3 credits. A student may do that by requesting supervision from an individual faculty member who is willing to take on the extra work and follow the DLE guidelines. BUT, the simplest way to arrange faculty supervision and 3 course credits is to sign up for **UNIV 364, “Experiential Internship.”** The course is offered in all sessions, including Winter and Summer.
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